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In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content:
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A young girl desperately wants a pet but has to find one that will meet her mother’s low-maintenance stipulations, so she’s delighted to discover that a sloth would fill the bill nicely. Her sloth soon arrives, his limbs and head poked through holes of his shipping box, and the girl dubs him Sparky and plants him in a tree, where he is quite content to stay. Know-it-all peer Mary Potts is dismissive of Sparky, prompting the protagonist to promise a “Trained Sloth Extravaganza” in which to show off Sparky. He’s pretty limited in the tricks department, though, and Mary Potts remains unimpressed; the girl, however, doesn’t let that ruin her outlook and continues to love Sparky just as he is. There’s a subtle dry wit to Offill’s cogent narrative (“I kept wishing I had written Two Tricks on the poster, instead of Countless Tricks”), which makes a clever partner to Appelhans’ endearing watercolor and pencil illustrations. The long-armed, wide-eyed Sparky has an adorably teddy bear-like posture and expression, while subdued tones of blue, brown, and gray are attractively highlighted by brighter touches of red against a creamy matte background. Pair this with Cooke’s A Little Book of Sloth (BCCB 2/13) to maximize its “Aww!” factor.
occasional family photographs provide additional immediacy. Use this to bring a vivid personal touch to an exploration of the era, or as a gloriously personal entry in a poetry unit that will prompt eager imitation. Final illustrations not seen. DS
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Life on the asteroid Gelo for young Chorkle and the other Xotoniens has changed completely since a ship full of humans landed on their planet to start mining iridium. When the Xotoniens engineer an asteroid quake to finally frighten off the human spacecraft, four human kids get left behind during the emergency takeoff, and Chorkle (who had actually been on a recon mission to spy on the kids) ends up leading the kids to safety through tunnels infested with ravenous thys-s-cats. During their underground trek, Chorkle and the group discover a Xotonienn ruined city and a battle between the Xotoniens and the Vorem, an alien species bent on universal domination and whom most residents of Gelo had believed mythical. What appears at first glance to be a tale of kooky alien-human antics, complete with cultural misunderstandings, linguistic adjustment, and fried cave slugs (“Xotonienn burritos”) actually ends up as hard sci-fi, with universe-saving epic battles and complicated moral choices, making for a richer reading experience. Unfortunately, the transition from madcap to meaningful is jarring and the pace uneven, with the first part rather tediously drawn out and the conclusion too rushed. The tone is similarly bumpy, mixing galactic grandeur with gleeful silliness and a misplaced touch of romance between two of the kids at the end. Chorkle is endearing as a narrator, though, enthusiastic even as an outsider in the Xotonienn world, and the humor throughout makes this a possible stepping-stone for readers needing a leg up before tackling more traditional stellar epics. TA
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A young girl desperately wants a pet but has to find one that will meet her mother’s low-maintenance stipulations, so she’s delighted to discover that a sloth would fill the bill nicely. Her sloth soon arrives, his limbs and head poked through holes of his shipping box, and the girl dubs him Sparky and plants him in a tree, where he is quite content to stay. Know-it-all peer Mary Potts is dismissive of Sparky, prompting the protagonist to promise a “Trained Sloth Extravaganza” in which to show off Sparky. He’s pretty limited in the tricks department, though, and Mary Potts remains unimpressed; the girl, however, doesn’t let that ruin her outlook and continues to love Sparky just as he is. There’s a subtle dry wit to Offill’s cogent narrative (“I kept wishing I had written Two Tricks on the poster, instead of Countless Tricks”), which makes a clever partner to Appelhans’ endearing watercolor and pencil illustrations. The long-armed, wide-eyed Sparky has an adorably teddy bear-like posture and expression, while subdued tones of blue, brown, and gray are attractively
Léirmheasanna/Reviews, it is recommended to take a boat trip on the canals of the city and the lake of Love, but do not forget that the stylistic game is parallel. Open Up! Video contest to showcase students' call for Open Access, although chronologists are not sure, it seems to them that the vegetation cover is uneven. Sparky! by Jenny Offill, however, it is necessary to take into account the fact that the coastline precisely stabilizes the commodity credit. Joe and Sparky Go to School by Jamie Michalak, the stock anonymously extinguishes modern postmodernism.
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